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That is, working with word processing shaped the ways teachers thought about teaching and learning writing, and also
shaped the ways beginning writers understood and practiced the activity. This volume makes clear that word processing
itself does not make children write better, prompt them to revise more, or teach them new writing strategies.

When your child is creative and curious, she can come up with answers to the problems she encountersâ€”like
how to keep the block tower from falling. Creativity helps your child become a thoughtful, inquisitive, and
confident learner later on, when she starts school. One of the most important ways that your toddler is tuning
in to her creativity is by experimenting with art materials. As she grabs that chunky crayon and gets to work,
you will see her art and writing change and become more controlled and complex as she grows. For very
young children, art and early writing skills are one and the same. Then your child discovers the link between
her hand holding the crayon and the line she made on the page: She experiences the power of cause-and-effect.
Imagine how exciting this must be for her! This leap in thinking skills is helped along by her new ability to
hold things in her hands and fingers. The growing control your child has over the muscles in her hands lets her
move a marker or paintbrush with purpose and with a goal in mind. For very young children, there are four
stages of drawing and writing that you may see as your child grows from 15 months old to 3 years old. Note
that the timetables listed below are approximate; your child may master these skills faster or slower and still
be developing just fine. There is joy in creating art at all ages, but at this stage especially, many children relish
the feedback they are getting from their senses: For other children, this sensory information may be too much
and they may not enjoy some art activities at this stage like finger-painting. As they grow to tolerate more
sensory input, you can incrementally re-introduce art activities into their routine. Controlled Scribbling 2 years
to 3 years As children develop better control over the muscles in their hands and fingers, their scribbles begin
to change and become more controlled. Toddlers may make repeated marks on the pageâ€”open circles,
diagonal, curved, horizontal, or vertical lines. Over time, children make the transition to holding the crayon or
marker between their thumb and pointer finger. They try to imitate this in their own writing. So while they
may not write actual letters, you may see components of letters in their drawing. These might include lines,
dots, and curves. This is an exciting time as your toddler realizes that his drawing conveys meaning! For
example, he may write something down and then tell you what word it says. This is an important step toward
reading and writing. This ability to hold an image in your mind and then represent it on the page is a thinking
skill that takes some time to develop. At first, children name their unplanned creations. This means that they
finish the picture and then label their masterpiece with the names of people, animals, or objects they are
familiar with. This changes over time. Soon you will see your child clearly planning prior to drawing what he
will create. You will also see more detail in the pictures, more control in the way your child handles the
crayon or marker, and the use of more colors. What else to be on the lookout for? Once your child has begun
to purposefully draw images, she has mastered symbolic thinking. This important milestone in thinking skills
means that your child understands that lines on paper can be a symbol of something else, like a house, a cat, or
a person. At this stage, your child also begins to understand the difference between pictures and writing. Letter
and Word Practice 3 to 5 years Children have had experience with letters and print for several years now and
are beginning to use letters in their own writing. Usually children start by experimenting with the letters in
their own names, as these are most familiar to them. During this time, children also begin to understand that
some words are made of symbols that are shorter and some words are made of symbols that are longer. As a
result, their scribbles change. While these letters and words are probably not technically correct, it does not
matter. This exciting milestone means that your child is beginning to understand that text and print have
meaning. Offer chunky, easy-to-grip crayons, thick pencils, and washable markers. Cut paper bags up to draw
on. For salt-dough recipes, check the Internet or your local library. Let your child wear an old shirt of yours
with sleeves cut off as a smock and lay newspaper or an old shower curtain over the table to keep it clean. No
need for instructions. Let your child experiment and explore. Creativity means having the power to express
yourself in your own way Lagoni et al. This independence is just what a growing toddler is looking for to feel
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confident, competent, and clever. Notice the process, not just the product. As parents, we often tend to
compliment children on their successes: And sometimes we get hung up on the fact that trees should be green,
not purple. Look at the lines you are makingâ€”there are so many of them! Or, That picture is really
interesting. Those colors make me feel happy. Or, I see you are working really hard on your drawing. Tell me
about your picture. Then see if your child is interested in sharing more. Experiment with a variety of art
materials as your child nears 3. Let children paint with cotton balls, q-tips, sponges, stringâ€”you name it.
Give your child crayons and rub over a textured surface like a coin or a screen. Draw with chalk outside on a
sidewalk; see how water changes the color of the chalk. Or add a new dimension to water play by adding
drops of washable food coloring to the water. What happens when you mix two different colors of water
together? Use art to help your child express strong feelings. Is your child having a tantrum? Offer some
play-dough or set out the markers and paper and suggest she make a very, very angry picture. Creative
activities can sometimes help children express and make sense of feelings that are too intense for them to
share in words. This is how children learn that words are powerful and have meaning. This is how your child
knows her work is valued and important. Creative activities help children to learn how to solve problems,
come up with their own answers, discover the cause-and-effect of their actions, and feel confident about the
choices they make. Art experiences help children develop independence within limits, and gives them the
opportunity to represent their ideas on paper or in other formats. Most important, creative expression lets
children tap into the magic of their own imaginationsâ€”which is what being a child is all about. Resources
and References Farrell-Kirk, R. Downloaded on June 10, Creativity in young children. University of Missouri
Extension. Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service. My child is an artist! The stages of artistic development.
Good times being creative. In Good times with child care pp. Colorado State University Cooperative
Extension. Developmental phases in art. The meaning of marks: Child Care Exchange, , 40â€”
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2: Learning Styles
Learning to Write Differently: Beginning Writers and Word Processing By Marilyn Cochran-Smith Cynthia L. Paris
Jessica L. Kahn This volume explores in detail the ways that working with word processing interacts with the social
processes of classrooms to shape participants theories and practices of writing It offers an expanded image of the ways.

Assistive technology and learning disabilities: Lewis - Journal of Learning Disabilities , " This article surveys
the current status of assistive technology for this population and reflects on future This article surveys the
current status of assistive technology for this population and reflects on future promises and potential
problems. In addition, a model is presented for conceptualizing assistive technology in terms of the types of
barriers it helps persons with disabilities to surmount. Several current technologies are described and the
research supporting their effectiveness reviewed: Differences were examined statistically using polytomous
logistic regression. A variable measuring English-language abili Although there was little observed difference
in mean writing scores, when examinees were matched on ELA, small differences were observed in effect
sizes consistently favoring the handwriting response mode. This difference favoring the handwriting response
mode occurred for all of the writing prompts analyzed, suggesting a general effect for response mode.
Differences for individual writing prompts were small, however. Show Context Citation Context It follows the
Process-Approach to writing with the assistance of computer word processing program. In the sense, dealing
with writing as a step-by-step In the sense, dealing with writing as a step-by-step process. Word processing
was mainly used in the revision phase. It made the revision process easier. It is an interactive and integrated
course in which the learners, in addition to writing, were supposed to master some vocabulary as well as
grammatical rules. The main objective of the course is to motivate the learners not only to copy but to be
creative and confident when tackling the writing craft. We were determined to orient the students to use the
computer word processing program with the perspective that confidently they will enjoy this experience.
Therefore, they got the opportunity to practice and edit their writing in order to improve grammar, spelling
and punctuation.
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Learning to Write Differently: Beginning Writers and Word Processing by Marilyn Cochran-Smith, Cynthia L. Paris,
Jessica L. Kahn This volume explores in detail the ways that working with word processing interacts with the social
processes of classrooms to shape participants' theories and practices of writing.

Languages that are written left-to-right, like English, are more difficult to write with the left hand -- a
right-hander writes away from his body and pulls the pencil, while a left-hander must write toward his body
and push the pencil. If a left-handed child is only permitted to write with the left hand but not taught how to
write, the child may develop a needlessly uncomfortable, inefficient, slow, messy way of writing that will be a
lifelong hardship. Therefore, it is especially important for parents and teachers to understand how to teach
left-handed children to write correctly. The most important factors are: The "hooked" style of writing that one
often sees in left-handers see Figure 1 results from lack of proper training -- this is not how a left-hander
should write. Left-handers adopt this posture because they are trying to see what they are writing and not
smear what they have just written with their hand, while maintaining a right-slant to their letters -- these
problems are better overcome by paper positioning and pencil grip with the understanding that a right-slant is
not mandatory, that upright or left-slanted letters are acceptable REFS: The angle that the paper is tilted will
vary according to individual children -- the important thing for the child to remember is to keep the arm
perpendicular to the bottom of the page or slate writing tablet see Figure 2. The wrist should be straight not
bent. And the writing hand should be below the writing line. Teach left-handed children to remember three
things as they learn to write: Proper posture, paper position, and grip for left-handed writing Because the act of
writing involves the whole arm, tilting the paper affords a writer the most efficient and comfortable position
for the wrist, elbow, and shoulder. Some teachers have found it helpful to let the left-handed child start
writing, or practice writing, on a chalkboard mounted on the wall or on the ground, using a stick in soft,
smooth soil. This allows the child to move the entire arm freely, keep the wrist straight, and not worry about
seeing or smudging the writing, making it easier for the child to concentrate on learning to form the figures
REFS: Gardner ; Clark Teachers and researchers recommend the child grip the pencil around 2. Gardner ;
Cole ; Clark If the child tends to hold the pencil too close to the point, the teacher can make a mark on the
pencil at the right distance, to remind the student where to grip the pencil. The wrist should be fairly straight,
not bent sharply. A common problem for all young children learning to write is gripping the pencil too tightly,
making writing tense and tiresome. Usually the child learns to relax his or her grip as writing develops, but
teachers can remind students to hold the instrument gently. Frequent practice and letting the child write large
letters, also helps children learn to relax their grip. Mirror Writing Mirror writing is writing left-to-write
languages like English backwards AND also reversing the letters so that the writing only appears normal when
held up to a mirror and the reflection viewed see Figure 3. Example of Mirror Writing Some people are able to
write quite easily and naturally this way for instance, the Italian inventor and artist Leonardo da Vinci
famously kept his notebooks in mirror script. If a left-handed child has a tendency to mirror write, the teacher
can help him or her overcome this by making sure the child always begins writing on the left side of the page.
If the mirror-writing persists, the teacher can try other strategies to help the child establish the correct direction
and orientation of the letters. For instance, the child can be instructed to slowly and carefully copy text from a
correctly written page. If the child has trouble even copying text, the teacher can have the child trace over
correctly written words in either case, remember to mark the starting point on the left side. How to Correct
Bad Writing Habits If a child has already started writing the wrong way, a parent or teacher may wish to
re-educate the beginning writer. Cole reported good results re-training young children after a period of six
weeks. To be successful, parents and teachers must agree on the process and work closely with the child.
Demonstrate the proper grip, paper position, arm and wrist position, etc. Work closely with the child for short
10 minutes to start but frequent at least once a day practice sessions. Remember that it is hard to break old
habits and replace them with new ones, and that this will be a temporary strain for the child. Be sure to give
the child lots of encouragment and support during this difficult period. References Cited Clark, Margaret M.
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Handwriting for left-handed children. Public School Publishing Co. Left handed writing instruction manual.
Adaptations of writing posture in response to task demands for left- and right-handers. Teaching left-handers
how to write. Handedness Research Institute papers. Find out why it is a bad idea to force a child use his or
her less skilled hand. Learn more about hand preferences from the Handedness Research Institute white
papers. For instance, do you know why some left-handers are unfairly accused of cheating? Did you know that
most left-handers have the same left hemispheric brain specialization for language as right-handers? Find out
more by exploring this web site. Here are a few places you can start coming soon, please visit again:
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The authors argue that over time both teachers and children learned ways to write differently with word processing. That
is, working with word processing shaped the ways teachers thought about teaching and learning writing, and also
shaped the ways beginning writers understood and practiced the activity.

Virginia has been a university English instructor for over 20 years. She specializes in helping people write
essays faster and easier. Write About Relationships Do you have a sister, friend, cousin or other female
relative that has significantly influenced you? Source Included in this Article 1. What you need to do to get a
good grade. How to explain the meaning of a memory. How to choose a great topic. Easy organizing strategies
for fabulous essays. Telling a vivid a story from your past. Explaining the significance of that story. What
Makes a Great Essay Want a good grade on your essay? Instructors and testing agencies assign a lot of
personal experience type essays and so it is worth your time to know how to write one easily and effectively
so that you get a top score. However, even though anyone can tell a story about their life, that does not mean
anyone can write a good essay about that experience. The difference between good and great: Top essays paint
a vivid picture of the experience so that the reader feels they are there. Great papers draw a unique meaning
from the experience and explain it clearly. The best papers are well-organized. This article tells you how to do
all that! Write About a Conflict When is a time you lost? What person have you had conflicts with? Source
How to Find Significance of Memory Writing an essay about a personal experience or relationship can be a
powerful way of both discovering the meaning of your own past and sharing that past with others. When you
write about something in your past, you have two perspectives: The space between these perspectives is
usually where you will find significance in that event or relationship. Your perspective in the present. Your
perspective you had at the time the event occurred. Choose a Great Topic If the event or relationship is recent,
you will be closer to the "you" that experienced the event. If the event is more distant, you will often find
yourself reflecting on the experience, your reactions and the meaning of the experience differently. As you
write the essay, you will need to decide if you want to talk about the experience as you see it now, or as you
saw it then. Often, you may do both of those things, or use your perspective now as the conclusion. At the end
of 8th grade, my best friend wrote me a note saying she never wanted to be my friend again. I was devastated,
and terribly depressed all summer, terrified to start High School alone. Forty years later, I realize that that
experience was probably what made me finally reach out to develop new friends. Those friends encouraged
me to develop my life-long interest in speech, theater, and writing. More importantly, that experience of
rejection gave me a lifelong compassion for others. You can use either a one-time event, a reoccurring event, a
person, or a place. Brainstorm ideas by thinking about the following: A relationship with an important person
like a grandparent or best friend. A single encounter with someone that changed you. An event which was
small but significant. A major, life changing event. Something that you did over and over that was meaningful
to you. Your experience and memories of a place that embodies who you are, or has meaning for you. How to
Decide if You Have a Good Topic To make sure you have a good topic, you need to determine what the
meaning of that event or person was for you. To help you get ideas about the meaning and to decide whether
this topic is a good choice, jot down some notes answering the following 5 questions: What did I think the
meaning of the experience was when it happened? How have my thoughts about it changed? What did I learn?
How has my life direction been affected by this event? Is there something I would do differently if I could go
back to that experience? Easy Organizing Why re-invent the wheel? Use the following professional writing
techniques to organize your personal essays. Now you need to use them yourself. Chronological Organization
This is the most obvious way to tell the story. You just tell it in the way it happened in the order it happened.
Most of the other organizing techniques use this way to tell the main part of the story. Characteristics of this
organization strategy: Tells story in the order that it happened. Tells story suspensefully--least important
events leading to more important ones and finally coming to climax. Explains meaning after climax or lets
events show the meaning. For example, Dillard states her understanding in a series of phrases, such as "I was
handed my own life," and "my days were my own to plan and fill" along with a lot of specific details of how
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she did that. Of course, she also uses the title to explain her meaning. Expectations Unfulfilled Organization
Want an easy way to organize your essay? This organizing strategy works best when there is a contrast either
horrific, funny, or disappointing between your expectations about the event and what actually happened. You
can also do "Expectations Fulfilled," but that is generally a weaker paper idea unless you have a situation
where the reality clearly superseded all of your expectations. Characteristics of Expectations Unfulfilled:
Introduction vividly describes expectations for a particular event. Bragg talks about how he was convinced
that this V-8 convertible was going to fulfill all his desires. Maybe foreshadow the problem. Bragg tells of
race and accident which wrecked the car and ruined it for speed. Describe the contrast between reality and
expectations. You can do this by telling your reaction or using an ironic twist, as Bragg does. Bragg tells how
his car was put back together but never the same just as his ideas of speed, freedom, and fast cars have been
wrecked in the accident. An ironic end can sometimes be a good conclusion for this sort of story. One good
example of a story frame is UP. In this case, the movie opens with the frame of Carl looking at the scrapbook
Ellie has made for him about their life and dreams, before flashing to the present story of Carl and Russell and
their adventures. The movie returns to the frame at the end of the movie as Carl looks at the last page of the
photobook Ellie has made for him. He learns that it was the journey of the relationship which was the real
adventure. Another kind of frame can be a flashback. In this technique, you start in the middle of the action or
after it is over and then flashback to an earlier memory. The advantage of using a frame is that it makes it
easier for you to talk about the meaning of the story, especially if you use the present day to flashback to the
past. Be sure the frame is not just random. There should be an event, object, conversation, or situation which
causes you to flash back in memory. Internal and External Conflicts Organization With this technique, you
organize your story around what is happening internally in your mind, versus what is happening in the event.
Of course, like "Expectations Unfulfilled" this works best if there is a conflict between what is happening in
your thoughts and what is happening in the situation. An example of this could be a wedding which seemed to
be a joyous celebration but which was full of conflict for the bride who wondered whether she had made the
right choice in marrying this man. Another example could be a birthday party where the birthday kid seemed
to be having fun but was inwardly devastated when her divorced parents acted coldly toward one another.
Student Sample You can combine some of these strategies together to make your essay shine. A good example
of this is the student essay by Jean Brandt, "Calling Home. Brandt also uses internal and external conflicts in
her organization. First conflict and resolution. Brandt has an internal conflict about whether she should steal
and the resolution that she will. Second conflict and resolution. Third conflict and resolution. She wonders
how her parents will react. She is brought to the police station but not punished by her parents. She realizes
that disappointing them and realizing she had made the wrong choice is worse than if they had punished her.
Brandt ends in another car ride home, which parallels with the ride to the mall in the introduction. The twist is
that not only was the mall trip not what she expected, she has disappointed the expectations of her parents too.
It is a coming of age essay.
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learning to write differently Download learning to write differently or read online here in PDF or EPUB. Please click
button to get learning to write differently book now.. All books are in clear copy here, and all files are secure so don't
worry about.

Testimonials Overview of Learning Styles Many people recognize that each person prefers different learning
styles and techniques. Learning styles group common ways that people learn. Everyone has a mix of learning
styles. Some people may find that they have a dominant style of learning, with far less use of the other styles.
Others may find that they use different styles in different circumstances. There is no right mix. Nor are your
styles fixed. You can develop ability in less dominant styles, as well as further develop styles that you already
use well. Many people recognize that each person prefers different learning styles and techniques. This
approach is one that educators have only recently started to recognize. Traditional schooling used and
continues to use mainly linguistic and logical teaching methods. It also uses a limited range of learning and
teaching techniques. Many schools still rely on classroom and book-based teaching, much repetition, and
pressured exams for reinforcement and review. This can create positive and negative spirals that reinforce the
belief that one is "smart" or "dumb". By recognizing and understanding your own learning styles, you can use
techniques better suited to you. This improves the speed and quality of your learning. The Seven Learning
Styles Visual spatial: You prefer using pictures, images, and spatial understanding. You prefer using sound
and music. You prefer using words, both in speech and writing. You prefer using your body, hands and sense
of touch. You prefer using logic, reasoning and systems. You prefer to learn in groups or with other people.
You prefer to work alone and use self-study. Understand the basis of learning styles Your learning styles have
more influence than you may realize. Your preferred styles guide the way you learn. They also change the way
you internally represent experiences, the way you recall information, and even the words you choose. We
explore more of these features in this chapter. Research shows us that each learning style uses different parts
of the brain. By involving more of the brain during learning, we remember more of what we learn.
Researchers using brain-imaging technologies have been able to find out the key areas of the brain responsible
for each learning style. The occipital lobes at the back of the brain manage the visual sense. Both the occipital
and parietal lobes manage spatial orientation. The temporal lobes handle aural content. The right temporal lobe
is especially important for music. The cerebellum and the motor cortex at the back of the frontal lobe handle
much of our physical movement. The parietal lobes, especially the left side, drive our logical thinking. The
frontal and temporal lobes handle much of our social activities. The limbic system not shown apart from the
hippocampus also influences both the social and solitary styles. The limbic system has a lot to do with
emotions, moods and aggression. The frontal and parietal lobes, and the limbic system, are also active with
this style. Click the links in the navigation menu on the left or above to learn more about the individual
learning styles, or go to the learning styles inventory page to try a test to discover your own learning styles.
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position to teach students how to write like a scientist, mathematician, historian, or literary author. This is described in
the literature as disciplinaryliteracy.. In this chapter you will learn research-based instructional practices for teaching
writing and writing to learn skills.

Essays on boys learn differently than girls Leave your email to keep updated with our latest special offers!
Sign up How we use your email? By proceeding you agree to receive promo emails form us. If you would like
to get a great custom written essay, order it from us today. It is that easy! Fresh samples, coupons, discounts
and freebies are also included. We can write an even better essay for you! Essays On Boys Learn Differently
Than Girls Boys Learn Differently than Girls There is so much misunderstanding taking place in everyday life
â€” people are often arguing, considering their point of view to be the only right one, while others, who seem
to have another view, are definitely wrong. Unfortunately, often we get so involved in daily routine and our
feelings, that we miss this grain of truth. Still, there are people who understand us perfectly well, and often
they are of the same gender as we are. And it is not surprising, as it is already a fact that women and men
perceive this world in different ways. If we take it in to account when planning education system, then kids
will definitely benefit from it. Although for many people the idea of single-sex educational establishments
may seem completely outdated, there are certain scientifically proved facts that speak in favor of such system.
Boys better focus their attention on moving objects in space, which means that in order to win their attention,
teachers have to be moving a lot. Girls, on the contrary, better focus on visuals with more details, such as
faces. So, teachers can move just a little, or sit at one place, but the class should be organized in a circle. It is
necessary to speak to girls in calm and easy tone, while to boys in engaging and fast kind of way. There are
many more peculiarities that have to be considered when choosing the best way of learning for boys and girls.
I think that if we concentrate on these scientific advances and take them into account, we can develop a perfect
system that will make education a pleasant and engaging activity for kids, instead of being a kind of burden.
October 30th, admin Would you like to see more essays?
7: CiteSeerX â€” Citation Query Learning to Write Differently
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

8: Speaking vs Writing
Language and Educational Processes: Learning to Write Differently: Beginning Writers and Word Processing Vol. 5 by
Cynthia L. Paris, Jessica L. Kahn and Marilyn Cochran-Smith (, Paperback) Be the first to write a review.

9: Learning To Write Differently | Download eBook PDF/EPUB
Writing differently in management learning provides an opportunity for the possibilities of wonder, passion and
imagination in management research and learning (Carlsen and Sandelands, ), and passionate, engaged learning about
new possibilities for thinking.
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